Abstract-This paper addresses the problem of finding whether a given set of three-dimensional (3-D) vectors (the object) can be brought to match a second set of vectors (the template) by means of an affine motion, minimizing a measure of the mismatch error and satisfying an assigned set of geometrical constraints. This problem is encountered in many applications of computer vision, robotics, and manufacturing processes, and has been tackled by several authors in the unconstrained case. Spherical, ellipsoidal and polyhedral constraints are here introduced in the problem, and a solution scheme based on an efficient convex optimization algorithm is proposed. An example of application of the proposed methodology to a manufacturing tolerancing problem is also provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
A central aspect of many problems related to computer vision and robotics is that of determination of object position and orientation with respect to some standard reference frame. This information may be needed for such purposes as object tracking, visual servo control, precision manipulation, parts pickup in automated manufacturing or as one step in the process of object identification. Many robotic tasks, such as autonomous navigation or inspection of a workpiece on a moving conveyor, require determination of the relative position and orientation between a robot and its surrounding objects [13] , [14] , [16] , [22] . The above information is provided by the homogeneous transformation relating the workpiece (called in the sequel the object) to a representation of a theoretical model of the object (called the template) given in a standard reference frame. given, then one is faced with the classical problem of displacement parameters estimation, that is to find the rotation and translation that minimize a suitable error measure between the template A and the displaced object B d : Typical applications of problems of this kind are found in aerospace engineering for the attitude determination of a spacecraft using automatic matching of stellar fields to a CCD image of the current sky sector [5] , [16] , and in manufacturing processes for the inspection of tolerance of machined parts: the actual geometrical characteristics of the produced items are checked against some template model in order to ascertain if the mechanical tolerances are acceptable [2] . The common solution to the cited problems consists in determining the unknown rotation and translation parameters via unconstrained minimization of a least-squares like cost function. If limits are imposed over the amount of residual error, however, the minimization of the cost function must be subject to geometrical constraints.
The purpose of this paper is to improve upon the existing results by providing a theoretical framework into which various types of constraints can be introduced in the optimization problem. It is then shown that the resulting nonlinear optimization problem can be appropriately approximated by a convex constrained problem and a solution algorithm based on sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT) is presented. for i = 1; 1 11;n p and u i = 0 for i = n p + 1; 11 1;n: It is now possible to define a distance f (R R R; t t t) between the template set A and the displaced object B d ; as the weighted sum of the squares of the residuals r i = ka a a i 0 b b b di k between the ith template feature and the corresponding displaced object feature. In particular, for i = 1; 111 ; np and i = np + n l + n f + 1; 111 ; n; ri represents the euclidean distance between corresponding characteristic points or relative difference vectors, while for i = n p +1; 111; n p +n l +n f ; r i is related to the angle between the unit vectors a a ai and b b b di and therefore to the angular alignment of the relative line directions and plane normals: r 
1 so(3) is the special orthogonal group of real 3 2 3 rotation matrices.
1042-296X/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE where W W W 2 IR n;n is a diagonal matrix containing the weights w i 0 on the diagonal, and the subscript F indicates the Frobenius matrix norm 2 . A key problem is then to determine R R R; t t t that minimize f (R R R; t t t): This problem is sometimes encountered in the literature as the absolute orientation problem, and various solutions have been proposed, remarkably an iterative algorithm [12] , a noniterative algorithm based on quaternions [7] , [10] and noniterative algorithms based on singular value decomposition [1] , [11] , [20] . The above problem will be referred to as the unconstrained displacement problem (UDP) and a solution which is useful for the subsequent developments will be outlined in Section III.
A. Introducing Constraints
The central point of the paper is to introduce geometric constraints into the displacement determination problem and to propose an efficient algorithm for its solution. Although the treatment will be mainly theoretical and of general validity, some terminology from tolerancing and manufacturing problems will be used to clarify the developments.
Assume that the solid model created by a CAD system represents the nominal part geometry and data from the model are used to build the template matrix A A A: Due to the manufacturing process a part instance is produced and the object matrix B B B is constructed by inspection of the part instance. Together with the template model a variational model must be provided that represents the class of allowable manufactured instances that may be produced. The variational model is described defining a tolerance set around each (or some) describing feature of the template, as specified in the sequel.
The object model B satisfies the specified tolerances if and only if there exists a rigid displacement that brings the object B into the feasible tolerance sets. While this setting may not be completely general for all tolerance control problems (it is for instance hard to see how tolerance material conditions would be specified in the proposed approach) it does allow to represent some typical tolerance specifications such as limit locating tolerances or parallelism and form tolerances. If applied to tolerancing problems, the proposed framework has some resemblance to the feasibility space theory developed by Turner and Wozny [19] . In their approach the feasible space is defined in terms of constraints on the model variables, while in the proposed method the constraints are imposed indirectly on the rotation and translation parameters. The following constraint sets may be imposed on the template features. 
3) Box, slab or polyhedral: b b b ti must lie inside a polyhedron described by given matrix P P P i and vector c c c i : f(R R R; t t t): P P P i b b b di < c c c i g; where the < sign indicates elementwise inequality; 4) Intersections of the above sets. All the previous relations define basic convex sets whose intersection may be used to build very general (convex) constraints sets. In Section IV, a solution method for the problem with spherical constraints is described in detail and a linear matrix inequalities (LMI) formulation for general constraints is provided. III. UNCONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT PROBLEM Before stepping to the treatment of the constrained problem, the solution of the unconstrained displacement problem (UDP) is revised in this section. 
It was shown in [1] , [2] , and [12] that the minimization problem (5) is separable in the two decision variables and can be decoupled as
Computing
is a standard norm minimization problem in the Hilbert space IR 
which gives the optimal translation vector t t t wls for any given rotation R R R: It is possible to show that the so found t t t wls is in fact the translation that makes the weighted centroids (barycentres) of A A A and R R RB B B coincide [1] , [12] . Substituting (9) into (7), we get (12) is then equivalent to maximizing the sum (13) , and this is clearly achieved by maximizing ti;i; i = 1; 111 ; 3: As T T
T is orthogonal, T T T 0 T T T = I I I; so that 6 3 j=1 t 2 i;j = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, therefore t i;i 1 and the maximum is achieved setting t i;i = 1 and t i;j = 0; i 6 = j;
i.e., T T T must be the identity matrix:
which gives the desired optimal orthogonal matrix. It should be noticed that we are here looking for a rotation matrix (detR R R = +1); while (14) can sometimes give a reflection (detR R R = 01): This uncertainty may be resolved using the method proposed in [1] (for a treatment of this topic see also [20] ).
IV. THE CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT PROBLEM
In this section we describe a method for solving the constrained displacement problem (CDP) based on an affine approximation of the so(3) set around a suitable initial rotation matrix, allowing for a convex formulation of the resulting approximated optimization problem. Without loss of generality, the spherical constrained case is treated in detail in the sequel while an LMI formulation is provided for the general constrained case.
The CDP is formulated as follows. 
If the minimization of (15) is not of interest, but the testing of existence of an admissible displacement is priority (as in tolerance testing), then we formulate a feasibility displacement problem: find, if they exist, (R R R; t t t) such that 
It can be easily verified that problem (18)- (19) is feasible if and only if problem (20)- (22) has a nonpositive optimal objective value opt 0. The latter problem will be denoted as FDP (feasibility displacement problem) in the sequel. The advantage of the formalization in minimization form resides in the fact that numerical optimization algorithms usually require an initial feasible point, which, for problem (20) - (22), may always be found for a sufficiently large value of (see Section IV-A). Both CDP and FDP are nonlinear programming problems, for which a solution scheme is presented in Section IV-A.
A. Representation and Approximation of so(3)
A standard result from group theory states that the set sk(3) of real 3 2 3 skew-symmetric matrices can be transformed by an exponential mapping onto the group so(3); [21] . In particular, every matrix R R R 2 so(3) may be written in terms of a 3 2 3 skew-symmetric matrix S S S 2 sk(3) as R R R = I I I + sin H H A total rotation R R R can be represented as a composition of an initial rotation R R R0 and a further "corrective" rotation R R Rs; so that R R R = R R R s R R R 0 : If the angle of corrective rotation is "small" ( small), R R R s can be approximated by its first order expansion R R (15)- (17) is approximated by the following convex programming problem (CDP*): determine, if they exist, S S S and t t t such that fopt = min S S S;t t tf (S S S; t t t); subject to: 
where is a parameter that bounds the angle of corrective rotation
The feasibility problem FDP (20)- (22) is approximated by the following convex programming problem (FDP*): opt = min S S S;t t t; ; subject to: 
The effects of the introduced approximation on the solution of the original problems CDP and FDP are discussed in Section IV-C. The procedure of solution is as follows.
1) Determine an initial point (R R R0; t t t0) solving an unconstrained displacement problem (UDP), as described in Section III. The choice of the weights matrix to use in this first step is not critical, as the resulting solution serves only as a starting point for the algorithm. A reasonable choice is, for instance, to give more weight to the feature vectors with stricter constraints, thus taking the wi's to be inversely proportional to the tolerance radii " i :
2) If (R R R 0 ; t t t 0 ) is feasible go to 3, otherwise solve FDP* using the affine approximation of so (3) 
B. A Scheme for SUMT Algorithm
Problems FDP* and CDP* are solved using a SUMT-type algorithm [8] . The logical scheme of the algorithm is here briefly discussed, with reference to the following standard problem
subject to fi(x x x) < 0; i= 1;111;m 
is also smooth and convex, and given an initial feasible point we can compute the minimum of via Newton's method The algorithm generates a sequence of points x x x 3 () leading to the optimal solution as ! 1: In each outer iteration an unconstrained minimization problem is solved via Newton's method (inner iteration), so the actual constrained problem is solved by means of a sequence of unconstrained minimizations. An important feature of this method is the possibility of exploiting duality (see [15] and the derivation in [4] ). Writing the first order optimality conditions for Another useful consequence of convex duality is that the Lagrange multipliers i represent the sensitivity of the objective function to constraints variations [15] . When applied to FDP* this gives the following interesting interpretation: suppose that a positive optimal objective value opt is found, with associated Lagrange multipliers i > 0; the fact that opt is positive indicates that CDP* is globally infeasible while the i add information about which features are more critical or which tolerances need to be relaxed in order to gain feasibility: small value of i indicates small sensitivity of opt to variations of of the tolerance radius " i ; while large value of i means that small increase of "i moves opt toward the feasible region.
C. Approximation Issues
The solution of the approximated problem CDP* does not necessarily represent a valid solution for the original problem CDP. However, it will be shown that the effects of the approximation result in a "confidence interval," or precision, on constraints satisfaction which can be a priori controlled via the parameter : Let an admissible solution of CDP* be given by the matrixR R Rs = I I I +S S S and the vector t t t; whereR R R s approximates a true rotation matrix R R R s for small angles of rotation : This solution satisfies the constraints (27)-(29), but not necessarily the original constraints (16)- (17) . In order to evaluate (16) we need to determine a true rotation matrix R R R s ; given the approximatẽ R R R s : R R R s may me computed as the rotation matrix closest toR R R s in least-squares sense. Defining the residue 1R R R = R R Rs 0R R Rs; it can be shown [9] that the rotation matrix that minimizes k1R R Rk F is given
The approximation error is easily found as 
We now evaluate the constraints (16) 
The above bounds are computable off-line and give the maximum constraint deviations between the actual and approximated problems: assuming for ease of discussion kb b b ri k = 1; we see that if the approximated problem CDP* is feasible, then the actual problem CDP is also feasible with confidence 2 =8: The parameter then regulates the range of corrective rotation angles that one want to consider in the problem and the precision on constraint satisfaction that one need to achieve; setting for instance = 0:01 will cover corrective rotation angles < 4 ; with precision on constraints of about 10 05 ; while = 0:001 yields < 1:3 ; with precision of about 10 07 :
It should be remarked at this point that the proposed solution scheme can be used iteratively in order to increase the portion of parameter space explored by the algorithm and minimize the effects due to the initial choice of the weight matrix W W W and the resulting starting point R R R 0 : In this iterative setting one may start with a poor initial point R R R0; obtained for instance solving UDP with W W W = I I I;
then the solution of FDP* is computed and projected onto so (3) by (44), obtaining a rotation matrix R R R (1) s and an optimal objective value (1) opt : Setting then R R R 0 R R R (1) s R R R 0 ; FDP* is solved again starting at the updated initial point R R R 0 ; and R R R (2) s and (2) opt are obtained. The process is then repeated until a feasible solution is found, or the relative variation of opt is below a predefined level and unfeasibility is detected.
Extensive computation on several test cases, however, has shown that with an appropriate choice of W W W (for instance, w i = 1=" i for i = c 1 ; 111; c m ); one iteration gives the correct answer, and a second iteration may be used to confirm that the actual variation of opt is below the specified limit. Blind choice of W W W = I I I will usually require 2 4 4 or less iterations to converge to the correct answer. 4 It should be noted that, given S S S 2 sk(3); one could reconstruct a rotation matrix R R R s using the exponential mapping (23). However, this solution does not minimize the norm of the residue, i.e. it is not the closest matrix in so(3) toR R Rs: It can be shown that the solution found by SVD and the one found using (23) approximately coincide for small angles of rotation :
D. LMI Formulation for General Constraints
While the discussed SUMT algorithm may deal with the CDP* problem with generic (convex) constraints, the actual derivation of gradients and barriers for nonspherical constraints may be more involved and is not explicitly treated in this paper. Instead, it is next shown how the generic CDP* may be cast as a semidefinite programming problem (SDP) and solved using available software tools for linear matrix inequalities (LMI) optimization [6] .
Recalling 3) Polyhedral constraints:
where diagfx x xg is a diagonal matrix having the elements of vector x x x along the diagonal and the first inequality is an elementwise inequality while the second one means "positive definite." 4) Objective function: In conclusion CDP* may be cast in standard LMI form and all the discussed constraint sets may be treated in this way. Numerically efficient results may then be obtained using one of the available LMI solvers (see for instance [6] ). Fig. 1(a) illustrates a simple two-dimensional (2-D) example of locating tolerance specification [18] . The location of the top edge of the part is allowed to vary anywhere within the tolerance zone. The tolerance limits on the variation of the top left and top right vertices relative to the base are imposed as spherical constraints centered at the a a a1; a a a2 template points. If explicit parallelism tolerance is also required, as in Fig. 1(b) , it can be imposed as a spherical constraint on the relative difference template vector a a a 5 = a a and the associated variational model is given by the spherical constraints of radii " 1 = " 2 = 0:1; " 5 = 0:05; datum points a a a 3 ; a a a 4 are assigned a default tolerance " 3 = " 4 = 10 06 :
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: TOLERANCE INSPECTION
An object model representing the manufactured instance is now constructed. We first consider an object not respecting the parallelism tolerance, given by a matrix model B B B The computed R R R0 represents a rotation of 031.3374 around the z axis. Running the SUMT algorithm on FDP* (Fig. 2) we get a rotation matrix R R R that represents a rotation of 030:6986 around the z axis, and opt = 1:4866 1 10 04 > 0: as opt is positive, the problem is candidate for being infeasible. Remark that we could have stopped the algorithm at the third outer iteration, when a positive dual objective is obtained for the first time, as discussed in Section IV-B.
With a second run of the algorithm, starting at the current R R R; we get opt = 9:1174 1 10 05 and a third run does not modify this last value, thus confirming, as expected, the infeasibility of the problem. indicates that to move opt toward the fasible region one needs to relax the parallelism constraint " 5 ; which is indeed related to the out-of-tolerance feature 5 . Relaxing then the parallelism tolerance to " 5 = 0:08 the object model is by construction feasible with respect to the given template. Starting the SUMT algorithm with the initial least squares solution computed for W W W = I I I as before we 5 The multipliers 3 and 4 should not be considered, as they are related to the datum auxiliary constraints. ; t t t = 01:0000 02:0000 03:0000
where R R R represents, as expected, a z axis rotation of 030 :
VI. CONCLUSION
A solution method for the matching of three-dimensional (3-D) vector patterns under rigid motion and geometric constraints has been described. The method can accommodate various types of constraint specifications and is based on an efficient interior-point convex optimization algorithm. One major feature of the proposed approach is that an answer is always returned in a pre-specified number of iterations, either in form of the optimal displacement parameters (R R R; t t t); or as a certificate of nonfeasibility for the given problem instance. The convex formulation of the problem also permits to exploit duality, thus guaranteeing "-suboptimality for the computed solution and greatly enhancing the speed of infeasibility detection, as discussed in Section IV-B. Infeasibility is however treated as a "global" property of the object, so that it is not always possible to exactly identify which object features are responsible for it, although useful information in this respect is obtained by constraints sensitivity analysis via the Lagrange multipliers supplied by the algorithm. The algorithm for the spherical constrained case has been implemented in a MATLAB package, while an LMI formulation for the general constrained case is proposed in Section IV-D. An example of application to a manufacturing tolerancing problem has also been presented to illustrate the use of the proposed method.
